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ABOUT THE DRCA

Doddington and Rollo Community Association,
a charitable company was established in 1983
to promote opportunities for education
training, and employment and to provide in
those areas facilities for recreation and
community activities.
During this, it has moved from being
substantially grant-aided to be financially selfsufficient for day-to-day running costs thus
ensuring that the DRCA can plan ahead
without the uncertainty of funding cuts
threatening its future.
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It fulfills its objectives by providing the
following facilities:

· business centre offering workshop
A
units for letting to a wide variety of
small enterprises
·Community halls which can be hired by
local residents for parties and activities
and by other organisations who wish to
offer community activities.
·There is a charity area on the first floor
providing subsidized units for small
charitable organisations.
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STAFF AND TRUSTEES
TRUSTEES ELECTED TO THE 2020/2021 MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

DARIA HASS
CHAIR

ALEX BALZAMA
TRUSTEE

JOAN SADDLER
TRUSTEE

J U S T I N O ’K E L L O N A D E E N E M O R R I S
MANAGER
ADMINISTRATION

PAT TAYLOR
TRUSTEE

JAMES TURNER
TRUSTEE
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DAVID MCEWAN
TRUSTEE

PAUL JONES
TRUSTEE

JOHNATHAN
SPINK
TRUSTEE

SOKA KAPUNDU
TRUSTEE

JOE STUART
TRUSTEE

KATHERINE STOCK
TRUSTEE

TREVOR BURRELL
TRUSTEE

JIM CARREY
O'CONNELL
TRUSTEE
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CHAIRS REPORT

DARIA HASS

This Chair’s report begins with deep sadness and loss. In
case you have not heard our beloved Chair of many years,
Brian Barnes, passed away in November 2021; he finally
succumbed to a long standing illness he had been battling
for years.
We are eternally grateful for his hard work and vision in
founding DRCA and continuing to oversee and protecting
this fine place that we all hold so dear. As a Committee,
we are working on a long lasting way that he can be
remembered by us over the next decades to come.
We will update you on how we will achieve this at the next
AGM. He truly was a giant on whose shoulders we
continue to stand and we remember him with fondness
and profound sorrow that he is no longer with us. Since
our last AGM we have continued to respond to the
changing challenges of COVID as the amendments in
regulations came into effect (in and out of lockdowns).
Our CEO, Justin O’Kello kept us up-to-date with COVID
issues in between Trustee meetings. We made
adjustments to be compliant with the law and to ensure
we kept businesses and visitors as safe as possible.
We continue to maintain the sanitising stations placed at
both entrances, though mask wearing has been relaxed to
‘personal choice’ in communal areas. The Business Centre
continued to be open throughout.

We continued to lose revenue from the loss of bookings of
the halls and café under the strict measures, though now
the Community Centre has finally opened many community
groups have returned to use our space.
We continued to apply for grants to support us in the loss
of income and we received £41,391.20
We are still awaiting our rent review from Wandsworth
Council, but in light of this and because of the devastating
effect of COVID on our businesses we currently have
shelved our plans for a rent increase.
In this cycle we have had some significant staff changes;
Sonia, who has been with us for decades, has moved on to
pastures new. We would like to thank her for all the many
years of dedicated service here at the DRCA. We would
like to welcome Nadeene to a full time role as she has
stepped up her support and remit in light of the changing
needs required at the DRCA. This has ensured the smooth
running despite all the challenges we have faced over the
past years and will future-proof us for whatever comes
next.
I would also like to take this opportunity to say a huge
thank you to all the Board Members who have kept the
DRCA going through regular Zoom meetings and our
cleaners who have continued to keep us COVID free and
functioning.
Daria Hass
Acting Chair (Current Vice Chair)
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL
ACTIVITIES
Notes

2021
Unrestricted Total
Fund
£

2020
Unrestricted Total
Funds
£

INCOME AND ENDOWMENTS
FROM

53,213

1000

231,160
13
44,676
329,062

253,533
59
254,592

301,287

250,571

-

289

2,493

49,852

303,780

300,712

25,282

(46,120)

3,738

49,858

29,020

3,738

Donations and legacies

Other trading activities
Investment income
Other income
Total
EXPENDITURE ON

2
3

Raising Funds
Charitable activities
Community Festival Expenses

Other
Total
NET INCOME / (EXPENDITURE)

RECONCILIATION OF FUNDS
Total funds brought forward

TOTAL FUNDS CARRIED
FORWARD
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL
ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH
2021

Support costs
Finance
Bank charges
Information technology
Computer expenses

2021
£

2020
£

727

861

114

3,407

1,003

Human resources
Training costs

23,453
12,210
3,754
1,731
17,152
1,144
102
1,545
2,837
156

Other·Bad
debts
Cleaning Legal Fees
Accountancy and legal fees Repairs
and renewals Equipment hire
Sundries
Telephone
Postage and statione1y
Fixtures and fittings depreciation
Computer equipment depreciation

376
TOTAL RESOURCES EXPANDED

Net income/ (expenditure)
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13,883
1,731
19,816
1,144
98
2,869
3,775
981
287

64,460

44,581

303,780

300,712

25,282

(46,120)

LOCAL PROJECTS HOUSED INSIDE
THE DRCA
Begin 2 Sport is a gym and athletics mentoring
programme which runs on Wednesday evenings at
the DRCA, outside of lockdown. This is a
Non-Profit organisation providing sportingopportunities to the communities, delivering activities
to children, youth, adult and
Neuro-Diverse people.

BEGIN 2 SPORT
E33 Dance School is an Adult Professional & Youth Dance
Company. Contemporary and Ballet ran by Rachel Riveros.
Sessions take place at the DRCA

E33 DANCE SCHOOL
Calisthenics are body weight exercises originally
developed in Ancient Greece that have enjoyed a
resurgence in recent years as a global urban
subculture and fitness movement. Calisseum was
created to showcase the calisthenics movement
at all levels and celebrate the beauty and
diversity of its participant athletes through
events, film and photography. Calisthenic
sessions take place at the DRCA

CALISTHENICS
Live Karma Yoga is driven by Community and
Connection. They offer Yoga and Wellbeing practices
with a commitment to being inclusive and accessible to
all. The Intention is to impact social change through
uniting people from all walks of Life. They welcome
diversity; highlighting and collaborating with community
spaces and projects that contribute to the greater good.
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LIVE KARMA YOGA
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
CARPENTRY AND WOODWORK
JFL DESIGN
JSC CARPENTRY
SEMPLICE SOLUTIONS
HIREWOODWORKS

CUSTOM BUILT ACOUSTICS
KENJI OKUMURA
LEX PRODUCTION
ERIC APPAPOULAY

LIGHTING DESIGN
SELAMI SIMSEK

SOFT FURNISHING
ADCO CURTAINS LTD
VIRGINIA SOFT FURNISHING

MUSIC REHEARSAL STUDIO
FRANDANKO RECORDS
NICK COHEN
PINK USAGI
FRANCIS HYLTON
MASTERCLASS MEDIA ACADEMY/ INVENTIVE AUDIO

FASHION
MAC MILLAN

RETAIL, TRAVEL & OTHER SERVICES
GLOBE GOERS
SEVENTH BRIDGE LTD
URBAN SECURITY
SPACE MAX

UPHOLSTERY
BARNETT UPHOLSTERS
DARWIN HART
LITO

HAIR AND BEAUTY SERVICES
UNICARE BEAUTY SALON
D BARBERS
ANNALICA JACKMAN

MUSIC PRODUCTION
BASIL ISAAC & GAMBLE
BOX BRED
ANDY HALL HALL
SWIFT AUDIO PRODUCTION
NICO SABATINI
BUSYBEE MUSIC WORKSHOP
LEX PRODUCTION
RED PLANET PRODUCTIONS
GROVE LAB MUSIC

CATERING
BURRELL CATERING
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CHARITY FLOOR

Bliss Care & Training Ltd was established in 2016 with the aim of providing
compassionate care to venerable and elderly individuals and those with special needs in
the London area. Bliss Care & Training Ltd has a highly professional and dedicated
management team with many years of experience in the care sector. The management
team has a proven track record of providing exceptional care in a compassionate and
professional manner.
Wandsworth Community Empowerment Network (WCEN) has been based at DRCA since
its establishment in 2001. It applies a whole system approach to community care and
prevention through relationships and coproduction and supports a developing Network
of community and faith based organizations and people who are working collaboratively
to improve the way public services are designed, delivered and received. WCEN works
on various projects in Partnership with local statutory organisations (for example South
West London & St. George’s Mental Health Trust and the Local Authority) .
Zion Senior Outreach is a community group for older people offering talks, advice,
games, social, spiritual and mental development.
Families Anonymous provides help and support for families and relatives concerned
about the use of drugs or related behavioral problems.
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